
555  GOLF  ACADEMY 

‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 
 

 

TARGET OPEN PALM PUTTING GRIP 
 
 

You will hear conversations quite often about cases or the ‘YIPS’! These are simply ‘Spasmodic Muscular 

Movements Of The Hands or Hand During A Putting Procedure’.  

 

They are ‘Mentally and Physically’ controllable. There is hope! 

 

You will have read about the ‘555 Stuck Hands Putting Grip’ that prevents or ameliorates these ‘YIPS’. 

There is another great ‘Putting Grip and Bullet-Proof Putting Drill’ that will help you if you are a patient 

candidate! If not, ‘Tell-A-Friend’! Thanks for that! 

 

Let us assume you are ‘Target Hand High or Brace Hand Low’ which is conventional. 

 

Place your ‘Hands’ on the ‘Grip’ normally. I am a ‘Single Index Finger Reverse Overlap’, just so you 

know. My ‘Brace Thumb Pad’ rests on top of my ‘Target Thumb Nail’. 

 

Release your ‘Target Hand’ but DO NOT REMOVE IT! 

 

Slip your ‘Target Thumb On Top Of Your ‘Brace Middle & Ring Fingers’. Next, slide your ‘Reverse 

Overlap ‘Target Index Finger’ and all the other ‘Target Fingers’ down, forward and over all the ‘Brace 

Fingers’. Your ‘Target Index Finger’ may make contact with your ‘Brace Thumb’, palm slightly cupped. 

 

‘Now Your Target Hand Has No Hold On The Grip’ directly or indirectly. If you were to want to move 

the ‘Putter Handle Forward’ towards the ‘Target’, you could not do so with your ‘Target Hand’. You can 

keep ‘Brace-ward Pressure’ and help propel the putter away in the ‘Back Swing’ but NOT in the ‘Front 

Swing’. If you attempt to ‘YIP’ the ‘Target Hand’ away in the ‘Front Swing’, your brain knows there is 

‘NO PURPOSE’! Thus you do not ‘YIP’! 

 

Why not just make a ‘One Handed Grip & Putt’? (‘Mike Hulbert Style’) Because no one can efficiently 

stabilize the ‘Putter’ without making ‘Physics Strongest and Most Stable Geometric Shape’ …  the 

‘Triangle’! If it were so good, Mike would still be using it! 

 

Keep your ‘Target Hand In Contact’ but ‘Open Palmed’ so it is disengaged as a ‘Forward Motion Agent’.  

 

‘Well Done’ and Best Of Luck’! 

 

 

“Welcome Aboard!” 

 “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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